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According to NPT President & CEO,
Kevin Massey, CPA...
“We work hard to provide the best customer experience possible and are
always looking for areas where we can improve. These customer quotes help
quantify our accomplishments, and I am pleased to be able to share them with
the NPT team. I know firsthand the amazing work my team delivers and this
shows that our customers appreciate it…”
“Tracking scholarships (ITA’s) has been a problem for years. We were asking counselors to do accounting
functions when we really needed them to do case management. While we were tracking the information,
counselors didn’t know when a cost was more than they might have put on the ITA, so there was never a
real connect between what they were assuming was the charge and what they had authorized, or with
what was really billed and what was left if somebody dropped out. Thanks to Gazelle, our transactions
are recorded automatically and in real-time. We now know where we stand financially at all times”

“With Gazelle in place, the Board has better control of the overall process and now has the capacity to
deal with additional and new projects involving participant training and support services.”

“Gazelle helped our agency with reporting accurate data to our stakeholders. The agency was able to
track funds in one report which were encumbered, expensed, and/or available for a specific period or
lifetime of the grant. This report helped in de-obligation choices which were beneficial to our participants
and removed the guesswork of funds availability.“

“The Gazelle system has been helpful to our Case Managers in that it helps us to track participant ITA
better results using this system. When I first saw the system and its capabilities, my first thought was it
to be in my role. I’m now a raving fan of Gazelle.”

“We have been using re-loadable debit cards for over 2 years, and our costs have been cut in half, if not
more. Reports in Gazelle are easy to use and very helpful when ordering or processing debit cards, and
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